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CHAPTER I: OVERVIEW
Executive summary

Cryptomiles is a blockchain project that rewards drivers' data through tokens and provides, via
tokens, information authorized by drivers for companies interested in driving behavior and vehicle
health data.
Cars are more and more connected. And this connection can generate an advantage for the entire
automotive ecosystem. And the only piece that was missing for the driver, the data generator, could
also benefit was the blockchain technology. DriveOn comes to place this part in its proper place. The
project, described in this White Paper and which will be added to the DriveOn platform, starts from
some assumptions to actually become a catalyst in data mobility economics.
1- Centralization / Decentralization: Today, drivers, despite generating telemetry data through the
GPS trackers and gps, do not own their information. Your generated information is concentrated on the
service provider's server (insurance company, tracking company, mobility application, etc.). The
provider, in turn, has a valuable asset in his hands without paying anything to whoever generated, in
this case, you, driver. With the blockchain, its mobility information is decentralized, in a deferred
solution, one of the best solutions currently available, the Oracle Autonomous Blockchain, taking power
out of a company and believing in the blockchain's impartiality;
2 - Confidentiality: As we mentioned before, today your "digital self", that is, your driving
behavior, is in the hands of those who collect. With blockchain technology, your "digital self" gets
encrypted and you are the one who decides who to expose your information and what information you
want to give away. DriveOn allows you to choose the information that can be placed for marketing or
simply keep your digital self encrypted because your data matters only to you;
3- Security: The blockchain also dramatically increases the security of your produced data because
in the case of an attempted hacker invasion, this invasion loses force quickly. As? Your encrypted
information is logged on millions of computers participating in the network (so-called "nodes"). When
one of these "nodes" receives a hacker attack, all others perceive and disregard the information on that
node, preserving its information on the remaining millions. The same does not happen when your
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information is stored in a company database. Large corporations are at the constant target of hackers
and as there is only one point of failure to attack, it is easy. That is why it is common to see the leakage
of information from various companies, regardless of their size;
4- Monetization: Today, large digital players consume our information at all times and generate
extraordinary volumes of money with this information transacting with other companies that are
interested in this data. And you, producers of information, do not earn any share of that exorbitant
amount. With DriveOn, the driver will receive tokens in exchange for this information. And he who will
decide whether to sell it or not, and what information to sell. The information will be secure in the
blockchain and managed by the DriveOn platform for the time the user decides to market it.
This principle of data valorization not only motivates us to advance with the Cryptomiles project,
but also causes us to disrupt the Auto Insurance market in Brazil. Cryptomiles literally inaugurates the
UBI (Usage Based Insurance) 3.0 because we understand that the evolution of UBI globally is not about
hardware, but about technologies that can generate a greater commitment by the user. And only with
the appearance of Blockchain can we make the drivers really engage with the program. And by engaging,
the whole society benefits because we will see more and more drivers changing their way of driving.
You will not change now just to get a discount on insurance, but because you get benefits across the
entire automotive chain (fuel rebates, auto parts, dealerships) as well as the ability to generate currency,
or diversify your digital assets, by transacting their tokens in the exchanges.
If on the one hand we have drivers producing mobility data, at the other end of the chain we have
insurers, dealers, auto parts companies, automakers and a range of automotive companies that have an
interest in this data and will pay for it. Payment will be made through the purchase of the Cryptomiles
next to the platform or the partner exchanges. The search for tokens at exchanges by companies shows
how important your mobility data is and how you deserve to be rewarded by them.

Problem
Some of most promising vehicles insurance markets have insurance contracts based only on basic
inputs to calculate the insurance value, like a personal ID, age, gender, preferential behavior and so on.
The DriveOn company works on a disruptive concept of Usage-based insurance the UBI 3.0.

why is this a new model and why this is disruptive is described below:

Use-based Insurance was introduced in the UK in 2001. Since then, the way to work with
this modality has been improving, being increasingly enriched by telematics information. In the
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first moment, the insurers realized how much it would make a difference in the business if they
were able to identify who their users are with good driving behavior and which are at greater
risk of getting into a claim. We can classify this first moment of UBI 1.0. Over the years and
technological evolution, the insurance companies began to seek benefits for users with the goal
of getting their engagement in the program. Through OBD hardware, trackers, telemetry
applications and other devices, today Auto Insurance companies deliver benefits to both users
(such as policy discounts, coaching for direction improvement, insurer relationship with the
app, car and real-time location) as well as partners (link for request of winch, list of partner
workshops, dealerships and auto parts, among others). We are currently experiencing the UBI
2.0, whose focus is the provision of services to the insured.
This differs from traditional insurance, which attempts to differentiate and reward "safe"
drivers, giving to them lower premiums and/or a no-claims bonus. However, conventional
differentiation is a reflection of history rather than present patterns of behavior. This means
that it may take a long time before safer (or more reckless) patterns of driving and changes in
lifestyle feed through into premiums.
In recent years, telematics companies have perfected their products and offered to auto
insurers to help precisely a critical point in this service: the high accident rate. This union
between Telematics and Auto Insurance has revitalized the market, attracting customers with
safe driving and stimulating the behavior of drivers to have better driving of their vehicles. This
is the true Win-Win process as insurers earn because of loss reduction and loyalty of wellbehaved driving customers, and drivers earn on the basis of premium discounts and a range of
benefits in their applications that enable monitor the health of the car, reducing fuel
consumption and making it possible to carry out preventive maintenance on the vehicle. This
type of insurance began to be called UBI (Usage-Based Insurance).
Telemetry usage-based insurance (i.e. the latter two types, in which vehicle information is
automatically transmitted to the system) provides a much more immediate feedback loop to
the driver, by changing the cost of insurance dynamically with a change of risk. This means
drivers have a stronger incentive to adopt safer practices. For example, if a commuter switches
to public transport or to working at home, this immediately reduces the risk of rush hour
accidents. With usage-based insurance, this reduction would be immediately reflected in the
cost of car insurance for that month.
The smartphone as measurement probe for insurance telematics has been surveyed but in
our experience, it is just good enough for UBI 1.0, the disruptive UBI 3.0 require more accurate
data to improve the experience and the inputs for AI algorithms in order to a better score
calculation.
Another form of usage-based insurance is PHYD (Pay How You Drive). Similar to PAYD, but
also brings in additional sensors like accelerometer to monitor driving behavior.
The concept is very simple and clear: Reward our entire platform’s users with tokens, so
they can use it to pay a part of their insurance value, exchange for advantages on our platform
or pay for reports of their own vehicle, and all not used amounts could be traded in exchanges
for money.
Any collected vehicle’s telemetry data goes to our platform and we calculate the driver
way to drive, and classify it as a safer driver or economic way and even predict some problems
caused by an unadvised driver. Some warning messages are:
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•
•
•

Making close curves like this reduce the tires’ live.
Running at this speed is more expensive than keep your vehicle at 60 K/h
Your vehicle’s battery is getting low voltage.

Your car generates some information from self-diagnosis and you can start to maintain your
car as a pro, the platform will collect this data, show it to the user and suggest ways to solve it.
In some cases even suggesting places with lower prices to fix the problem.
Our users will connect their car to our platform with any market device, as our solution is
hardware agnostic. It means you don’t need to have our hardware, you can just see the
platform specification, buy one what complies to this specifications, connect with us via an app
and start to earn tokens.

UBI results from around the world
Some research shows that this model is great for end users and also for the insurance
companies. The use of UBI in the United Kingdom in the course of those years has increased the
profit left by an insurance client by 85% after the application of the Use-Based Insurance (rising
from 147 pounds sterling to 270 pounds sterling). Baseline Telematics, a Canadian company
that provides the platform for Use-Based Insurance and has as clients AXA Direct Assurance,
The Guarantee, Industrielle Alliance and SGI Canada Insurance Service, states that it reduced
the proportion of claims costs by 40% but also reduced the proportion of administrative and
commercial expenses by 75%. The company Modus, in turn, presents on its website some
surprising results of its customers after the use of telematics. Tower Watson improved the loss
ratio by 30%; Allianz improved the cross-sell rate by 83%; Ageas had a 20% drop in claims
involving young people; Zurich reduced collisions by 20% and operating costs by up to 10%.
.

Potential of the Brazilian market for UBI
The Driveon is a Startup located in Brazil with the eye in the all Latin America’s market,
there’s a lot of space to grow and this is just one of many facts what making our startup get
bigger and bigger in a near future.
Latin America still does not have a mature market in relation to Use-Based Insurance.
However, the eyes of specialized companies are beginning to focus on this region. According to
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Ptolemus Consulting, Brazil, Chile and Colombia are among the most attractive markets in Latin
America for this type of insurance, and it is expected to exceed 35 million vehicles by 2030.
In relation to Brazil, a survey conducted in 2015 by Tower Watson pointed out that the
Brazilian market is more prepared for this modality than the American because, according to
the survey, 95% of Brazilians would like to buy Use-Based Insurance coverage.
Everything indicates that it is time for Brazil to modernize insurance processes in order to
reduce costs and increase ROI.
And in relation to the reduction of claims, we can say the following: 30 years ago auto
insurance in Brazil does not exceed the rate of 30% of insured cars. Today there are 17.5 million
vehicles. In 2017 the auto insurance premium earned R$ 33.4 billion. The problem is that of
these 33.4 billion, more than R$ 20 billion were spent only on claims.
This is the great pain of Brazilian insurers. For the Brazilian auto insurance market to survive,
insurers need to invest the premium in the financial market because, according to the national
average, 65% of the premium goes to the cost with claims, 19% to the cost with commercial
and 19% to the cost with administrative.

Telemetry: what it is, how it works and what benefits
According to Wikipedia, Telemetry is the automatic recording and transmission of data from
remote or inaccessible sources to an IT system in a different location for monitoring and
analysis. Telemetry data may be relayed using radio, infrared, ultrasonic, GSM, satellite or cable,
depending on the application - software development, but also in meteorology, intelligence,
medicine, and other fields. [1]
In the software development world, telemetry can offer insights on which features end
users use most, detection of bugs and issues, and offering better visibility into performance
without the need to solicit feedback directly from users. [1]
In a general sense, telemetry works through sensors at the remote source which measures
physical (such as precipitation, pressure or temperature) or electrical (such as current or
voltage) data. This is converted to electrical voltages that are combined with timing data. They
form a data stream that is transmitted over a wireless medium, wired or a combination of both.
[1]
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At the remote receiver, the stream is disaggregated and the original data displayed or
processed based on the user’s specifications.
In the context of software development, the concept of telemetry is often confused with
logging. But logging is a tool used in the development process to diagnose errors and code
flows, and it’s focused on the internal structure of a website, app, or another development
project. Once a project is released, however, telemetry is what you’re looking for to enable
automatic collection of data from real-world use. Telemetry is what makes it possible to collect
all that raw data that becomes valuable, actionable analytics. [1].
The primary benefit of telemetry is the ability of an end user to monitor the state of an
object or environment while physically far removed from it. Once you’ve shipped a product,
you can’t be physically present, peering over the shoulders of thousands (or millions) of users
as they engage with your product to find out what works, what’s easy, and what’s cumbersome.
Thanks to telemetry, those insights can be delivered directly into a dashboard for you to analyze
and act on. [1]
Because telemetry provides insights into how well your product is working for your end
users – as they use it – it’s an incredibly valuable tool for ongoing performance monitoring and
management. Plus, you can use the data you’ve gathered from version 1.0 to drive
improvements and prioritize updates for your release of version 2.0. [1]
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Telemetry in your vehicle
It all starts with the term: OBD - On-board diagnostics (OBD) is an automotive term
referring to a vehicle's self-diagnostic and reporting capability. OBD systems give the vehicle
owner or repair technician access to the status of the various vehicle subsystems. The amount
of diagnostic information available via OBD has varied widely since its introduction in the early
1980s versions of on-board vehicle computers. Early versions of OBD would simply illuminate a
malfunction indicator light or "idiot light" if a problem was detected but would not provide any
information as to the nature of the problem. Modern OBD implementations use a standardized
digital communications port to provide real-time data in addition to a standardized series
of diagnostic trouble codes, or DTCs, which allow one to rapidly identify and remedy
malfunctions within the vehicle. [2]
OBD-II is an improvement over OBD-I in both capability and standardization. The OBD-II
standard specifies the type of diagnostic connector and its pinout, the electrical signaling
protocols available, and the messaging format. It also provides a candidate list of vehicle
parameters to monitor along with how to encode the data for each. There is a pin in the
connector that provides power for the scan tool from the vehicle battery, which eliminates the
need to connect a scan tool to a power source separately. However, some technicians might
still connect the scan tool to an auxiliary power source to protect data in the unusual event that
a vehicle experiences a loss of electrical power due to a malfunction. Finally, the OBD-II
standard provides list of standardized DTCs. As a result of this standardization, a single device
can query the on-board computer(s) for these parameters in any vehicle. OBD-II standardization
was prompted to simplify diagnosis of increasingly complicated emissions equipment, and
though only emission-related codes and data are required to be transmitted through it
according to U.S. legislation, most manufacturers have made the OBD-II Data Link
Connector the main connector in the vehicle through which all systems are diagnosed and
reprogrammed. OBD-II Diagnostic Trouble Codes are 4-digit, preceded by a letter: P for engine
and transmission (powertrain), B for body, C for chassis, and U for network. Manufacturers may
also add custom data parameters to their specific OBD-II implementation, including real-time
data requests as well as trouble codes.
OBD II is no longer only used by professionals and hobbyists to repair vehicles. OBD II
information is commonly used by vehicle telematics devices that perform fleet tracking,
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monitor fuel efficiency, prevent unsafe driving, as well as for remote diagnostics and by pay-asyou-drive insurance. Although originally not intended for the above purposes, commonly
supported OBD II data such as:
• Vehicle speed
• Fuel level
• Fuel Consumed
• Engine Speeding (RMP)
• Engine temperature
• Battery voltage level
• Vehicle Speeding (MPH/KPH)

Any of these data is depending on the sensors your car has and the ODB can read it. By
monitoring OBD II DTCs a company can know immediately if one of its vehicles has an engine
problem and by interpreting the code the nature of the problem. OBD II is also monitored to
block mobile phones when driving and to record trip data for insurance purposes. [2]

CHAPTER II: EXPOSURE OF THE PROJECT
Getting Started
The project’s objective is create a blockchain solution to record the telemetry data collected
from our customer’s vehicles and rewards them for it. After collecting this data our algorithm
will evaluate each driver and give them a score. Also reward our customers with Cryptomiles.
The Cryptomiles is developed by DriveOn company as a token product for UBI 3.0. As the
traditional UBI model just collects data and process it to give discounts, our platform is working
with the cutting edge technology to assure best data processing. Once the data is created by
your car, where should it be stored? Who should be accredited to hold this data and give the
secure that this data is not changed? Well, blockchain is the answer, not the Driver or the
insurance company should keep this data, the blockchain will be responsibly to hold it and using
smartcontracts this data will be returned to car’s owner in form of token rewards. Our platform
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also has an almost finished IA algorithm implementation to evaluate the driver’s and car’s data
in order to give a very accurate score, what inside of UBI 3.0 model is one of best value.

Technical structure
The Cryptomiles is Disrupting the traditional insurance model and was designed to reward
the vehicle’s owners for any portion of data their vehicle sends to our platform.
As Driveon works with the concept of agnostic hardware, your car can be used to get
Cryptomiles’s rewards, by use any hardware available in the market. We can also provide a fullcompliant hardware which you can request by a value that will be informed in the future.
Additionally the car’s owner participates in an eco-system to measure and classify his/her
way to drive as incentive by all “Usage-based insurance” types.
As you drive your car, the telemetry data like: Speed, RPM, Engine Temperature, etc… is
collected by the dongle and sent to our platform. At this moment, there’s no bad data or good
data – it is just data - what will be collected by the eco-system program called System Collector
and it is stored in the blockchain. At this point after reach an amount of data the Car owner
gets tokens in his wallet inside our platform.
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Our API will be designed to accomplish an easy and fast integration to your system and to
attend your needs. There will be two API layers: For AI Consumers and for participating in
Cryptomiles economy;
The collected data is sent to our platform and stored in two forms: 1 - blockchain, to
tokenize and rewards our customers and 2 - the platform database, what is used by the IA
algorithm to classify and give the proper score in the platform.

API for AI consumers
As data is collected and sanitized, and will be classified by our algorithm and is stored in our
database. In order to enable other validated partners to access the results of our AI algorithm,
an API will be available, and data like: Drivers Score, Algorithm analysis results and other. All
data will be collected and linked to a driver, but all available data to our partners will be
deployed as anonymous data.

API for 3rd Party entry on Token Economy
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Any portion of data from our customers uploaded to our platform has a value, and we work
to incentive more data to our platform, today your car already generates this information, but
in most of cases you don’t use it, and even you use you are not rewarded for it.
Even if you are a single car owner, or if you are a company with 100 thousands of cars,
you´re welcome to participate in our platform and gets reward.

Many of Insurance companies has a black-box installed in their customer’s cars to collect
the telemetry data. If your company works like this, know that you can start to reward your
customers with Cryptomiless.
Here is where the second API layer coming to action. Doesn’t matter if you have or not a
collecting system, just connect to our API and this data comes to our platform and a token is
mined and sent to your wallet inside the platform.

Our application
As expected from a Pay as You Drive platform, a cool version of our app will be available on
IOS and Android for download from the store.
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The application will report the different aspects:
1. Driving Behavior aspect: receives a score according to the way you are driving and receives
alerts to improve driving skills and saving habits.
2. Aspect of Car Health: As a kind of review mechanic in your hands, you can follow in real
time some of the electrical and mechanical status of your car, as well as the error codes collected.

Anatomy of Cryptomiles - A Gift for the Whole Community
We are happy to call our listing this time as a gift to the whole community and the reason
is because we need your support, that's the truth! And in return, we do not set a price based on
greed, but we try to achieve a symbolic price in a relationship that we believe will give
Cryptomiles participants the opportunity to make the most of the benefits of the platform.
The starting price is about .01 USD, yes, only 1 US cent.
Let's talk about the internships:
• 05-15 November / 2018
Stage 1 - USD 0.01 (90% OFF)

• November 16-26 / 2018
Stage 2 - US $ 0.02 (80% OFF)
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• November 27 to December 15/2018
Stage 3 - USD 0.03 (70% OFF)

• December 16 to 31/2018
Stage 4 - $ 0.05 (50% OFF)

• 01 to 15 January / 2019
Stage 5 - USD 0.07 (30% OFF)

• January 16 to 31, 2019
Stage 6 - US $ 0.09 (10% OFF)

• 01 to 28 February / 2019
Stage 7 - $ 0.10

Even the last step, 0.10 (ten cents), is very attractive. We believe there is room to grow
even after the ICO stage. We hope you all believe in the project. We are not only concerned with
our side, but also with the community side and the democratization and security of the mobility
data generated.
• Ticker: CML
• Card type: ERC20
• ICO Token Price: 1 CML = 0.10 USD
• Total tokens: 650,000,000
• Available for Token Sale: 50%
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Distribution of Cryptomiles tokens

Differential: we will deliver the hardware at your address

Anyone contributing with at least 1.0 Ether will receive at our address specified in our KYC session
our dongle (hardware) to connect to our platform. This is important because it shows that we
are a real company and we have a real platform and real customers. One very important thing is
that as soon as you turn on the hardware in your car, you start the relationship with the platform
and, according to our script, you start to gain tokens.
Following our roadmap, we will begin accepting tokens for some premium features worth $ .50
per token. This means that if a report costs $ 5.00, you can buy it with 10 tokens. This will help
position the value of the token within our platform and will serve as a basis for our partners to
define the value of the token also on their platforms.

Roadmap

• Q2 & Q3 - 2017
Kickoff DriveOn
We entered the acceleration of Darwin Startups and its corporate partners B3, CNseg par,
Neoway and RTM. We started the partnership with HARMAN KARDON Brasil. Access to the
largest auto insurers in the country to understand the UBI scenario;
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• Q4-2017
Market: participation in the eighth achievement and market understanding on the global trend
of insurance based on use and understanding about the blockchain's performance in the
insurance market, treated as the largest global trend in the treatment of users' data. Pilot test
with Viriato Rent-a-car.
Technician: Upgrade the DriveOn telemetry platform. Kickoff of the Blockchain project through
the design of the economic model of token - alpha v.0.1

• Q1- 2018
Market: joining InovAtiva Brasil with access to the Federal program network and
internationalization opportunity, as well as learning about insurance market pains with
InovAtiva's high level mentoring.
Technical: data storage & integration proof; development through the Ethereum - alpha v.0.3
platform. Development of protocol and encryption of the first data

• Q2 - 2018
Market: partner with Onsurance, P2P insurer with potential user base; entry into the Oracle
Scaleup Ecosystem, presentation at Oracle Open World, training with Oracle's global team on
Autonomus Blockchain, an Oracle executive mentoring session.
Technical: Restructuring the technology team, Data Exchange development;
transaction layer and smart contract; test with a controlled amount of users. Data storage and
validation. Tokens in smart contract finalized.

• Q3 - 2018
Market: joining the Autotech League, partnering with Mercedes Benz, EATON Cummins and
Webmotors; investment round of the INDT (Nokia Institute of Technology); Innovation Latam
Awards semi-finalist; DriveOn listed as the 39th most innovative startup in Latin America;
presentation of the cryptomiles for the vertical oil and gas; the use of the token for the insurance
brokerage chain in the CQCS.
ICO: launch of the sale of private tokens and Integration of payment channels. Pre-release launch
for corporate partners

• Q4 - 2018
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Team Expansion: Data Scientists and Developers. Beginning of taxpayer driving data collection.
Launch of the platform with the premium features and delivery of the DriveOn application beta
2.0. Introducing the utility token in Blockchain Innovation and Insurtech Connect.

• Q1 & Q2 - 2019
Delivery: sending the dongles to the taxpayers at home. Expansion of partnerships in Brazil (fuel
networks, auto parts networks, dealer networks, assemblers, insurance companies, rental
companies, among others) through the network of corporate partners and the Oracle network.

• Q3 - 2019
Expansion: partnerships in Brazil (fuel networks, auto parts networks, dealer networks,
assemblers, insurance companies, rental companies, among others) through the network of
corporate partners and the Oracle network.

• Q4 - 2019
Expanding to North America: hiring business managers for offices in Toronto, San Francisco and
Miami

UBI 3.0 is just the tip of the iceberg. When you buy the CRYPTOMILES token, you are not only
taking advantage of the Auto Insurance section because DriveOn, the company responsible for
the token, is much more than that. We are talking about MOBILITY in BLOCKCHAIN!
Because we are in tune with the automotive trends, we are already in contact with vehicle
manufacturers so that the UBI 3.0 comes out built in and can add with the other features that
may also come from the factory in future vehicles, such as banking platform, advertising
platform, platform for connecting cars and many other services.

Token dynamics on the DriveOn platform and value for the entire automotive chain
In the foreground, drivers will be rewarded with tokens for the information they make
available on the platform. The information is validated, encrypted and recorded in the
blockchain. Each 1MB of validated information will generate 10 tokens. On average, a driver runs
12,000km per year, or 33km per day, and this amount of validated km generates about 1mb. In
summary, an average driver can generate 300 tokens per month. The monthly number of tokens
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received may increase according to the number of information authorized by the driver for
transaction with third parties via the platform.
For the driver to have access to the premium plan, he will use a monthly token amount.
The driver may also authorize the release of your information on the platform for the purchase
of third parties. They are the ones who define what information they want to make available for
transaction tokens.

As the chart above, driver 1 kept his identity encrypted but made his driver's score and
vehicle health score available. As information goes up to the collector, our Artificial Intelligence
will generate the score, send it to Autonomus Blockchain, calculate the number of tokens (based
on the volume of information generated and authorized information) and automatically transfer
via smart contract to the registered driver's wallet. At the other end of the platform are
companies interested in the information of the driver 1. The company will buy tokens on the
platform and define what types of information they want to have access to. When setting the
volume of information, the platform will tell you how many tokens are worth for the company
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to have the search result. An insurer, for example, has an interest in the driver's score in order
to offer a special insurance policy price based on that score. A workshop, in turn, is interested in
low battery information from drivers who are near the workshop so that it can offer a battery
buy promotion.
As companies buy tokens to access this information, the Law of Supply and Demand
naturally follows. That is, drivers, producers and token holders, will have an economic asset at
hand. Nothing fairer, is it?

Let us now detail the dynamics based on this second graph:

Driver 1 has earned, in 3 months, 1200 tokens for having submitted his information and
authorized to transaction the ZIP code information, Driving score, Vehicle health score and
model / year of the vehicle. Only your personal information has been encrypted. With some of
its 1200 tokens, driver 1 will be able to access the platform and see which partners in the
automotive chain are making deals available in exchange for tokens (for example, a petrol station
can offer 10 liters of gas in exchange for 400 tokens). Driver 1 may also generate a vehicle health
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score report that will assist you in negotiating with a dealership as they intend to sell your vehicle
for a fair price. Another option is for driver 1 to sell these 1200 tokens on the Exchange partner
who is offering the best value. And, the most common use, driver 1, when generating tokens,
can tokens the upgrade of the service of DriveOn, having access to the premium plan in which it
presents in real time, via application, the driver's score with orientations for improvement, and
all vehicle health information, such as battery, tire, block temperature, brake wear, tire wear,
among others.
Insurer X, in turn, is interested in drivers with a driving score of 8. She buys 500,000 tokens
(either on the platform or on the partner Exchanges), goes to the platform and selects the region
of São Paulo, reaching at least 500 drivers with a minimum score of 8 and having vehicles from
2017 to 2018. This survey will generate a preview of 100,000 tokens. It uses these tokens to send
a targeted Auto Insurance policy offer to all platform drivers that match that profile.

Cryptomiles Post ICO
After installing the hardware and begin transmitting the data to our platform, you
automatically begin to accumulate Cryptomiles tokens that will give you access to all the benefits
of the platform. In addition, it is part of the project to align the use of the tokens to several
partners of DriveOn. As partnerships are closed, rebates will appear automatically in the platform
marketplace. There are many mobility services that can be part of the Cryptomiles ecosystem.
Get to know just a few of the many that are in the Cryptomiles project roadmap:

• Concessionaires: You can pay for part or all of your review with the tokens accumulated with
the partner dealers of the DriveOn platform;
• Beneficial donations: Social projects can benefit from their tokens through a simple transfer
through the application;
• Gas stations: Tokens can be converted to fuel and you can supply at authorized stations;
• Insurers: In addition to discounts for good driving behavior, you can further increase policy
amortization by using accumulated tokens;
• Car Dealers: When it's time to move the car forward, sell at the right price. Use your tokens to
generate a reliable report of the use of your vehicle.
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CHAPTER III: FOUNDERS, TEAM AND ADVISORS
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CHAPTER IV: PARTNERS
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DISCLAIMERS AND RISKS
This whitepaper sets forth the description of the planned driveon platform and the use of
cryptomiles tokens, which is being provided for informational purposes only. This whitepaper is not a
binding legal agreement or document of a similar nature. This whitepaper does not constitute an advice
nor a recommendation by driveon, its directors, officers, managers, employees, agents, advisors or
consultants, or any other person to any reader of this whitepaper as to the participation in the token
sale. Participation in the token sale carries substantial risk and may involve special risks that could lead
to a loss of all or a substantial portion of contribution. If you are in any doubt as to the action you should
take, you should consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor and immediately navigate
away from driveon’ website; do not contribute to the cryptomiles token sale in this case.

No potential use
As of the date of this whitepaper publication, CRYPTOMILES Token has no known potential uses
outside of the DRIVEON Platform and is not permitted to be sold or otherwise traded on third-party
exchanges.

Risk of loss
Do not participate in the Token Sale unless you are prepared to lose the entire amount you
contributed for purchasing CRYPTOMILES Tokens. CRYPTOMILES Tokens should not be acquired for
speculative or investment purposes with the expectation of making a profit or immediate resale. No
promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to CRYPTOMILES Tokens,
including no promise of continuing payments, no promise of inherent value and no guarantee that
CRYPTOMILES Tokens will hold any particular value. Unless prospective participants fully understand
and accept the nature of DRIVEON Platform and the potential risks inherent in CRYPTOMILES Tokens,
they should not participate in the Token Sale.

Third party data
This whitepaper includes references to third party data and industry publications. DRIVEON
believes that this industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable;
however, there are no assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Although the data
are believed to be reliable, DRIVEON has not independently verified any of the data from third party
sources referred to in this whitepaper or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such
sources.
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Legal uncertainty
DRIVEON is in the process of undertaking a legal and regulatory analysis of the functionality of
CRYPTOMILES Tokens. Following the conclusion of this analysis, DRIVEON may decide to amend the
intended functionality of CRYPTOMILES Tokens in order to ensure compliance with any legal or
regulatory requirements to which it is subject. In the event that DRIVEON decides to amend the intended
functionality of CRYPTOMILES Tokens, DRIVEON will update the relevant contents of this whitepaper
and upload the latest version of this to its website at cryptomiles.me. CRYPTOMILES Tokens could be
impacted by regulatory action, including potential restrictions on the ownership, use, or possession of
such tokens, which may demand that the structure or application of CRYPTOMILES Tokens be altered,
all or in part. DRIVEON may revise mechanics to comply with regulatory requirements. Nevertheless,
DRIVEON believes that it has taken all commercially reasonable steps to ensure that its planned
mechanics are proper and in compliance with currently considered regulations. DRIVEON’ intended
activities are subject to various laws and regulations in the countries where it operates or intends to
operate. DRIVEON might be obliged to obtain different licenses or other permissive documents in each
jurisdiction where it intends to operate its business, therefore, DRIVEON’ business in such jurisdictions
shall always be subject to obtaining such licenses or permissive documents, if so directed by applicable
laws. There is a risk that certain activities may be deemed in violation of any such law or regulation.
Penalties for any such potential violation would be unknown. Additionally, changes in applicable laws or
regulations or evolving interpretations of existing law could, in certain circumstances, result in increased
compliance costs or capital expenditures, which could affect DRIVEON’ ability to carry on the business
model and the CRYPTOMILES Tokens model proposed in this whitepaper.

Forward looking statements
This Whitepaper, content of DRIVEON’ website, press releases, public statements etc. may
contain forward looking statements, i.e. statements related to future events. Forward looking
statements often address the expected future business and financial performance of DRIVEON, the
performance and effectiveness of DRIVEON Platform, often contain words such as “expect”, “intend”,
“plan”, “believe”, “will”, “would”, “ultimately”. All statements regarding DRIVEON’ financial position,
business strategies, plans, future functionality of the DRIVEON Platform and prospects and the future
prospects of the industry which DRIVEON is in, are forward-looking statements. Such forward looking
statements by their nature address matters that are, to different degrees, uncertain. DRIVEON
undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances
after the date of this whitepaper. DRIVEON cannot guarantee that any forward looking statements made
by it or expected results of operation of DRIVEON Platform will correlate with the actual future facts or
results. You must understand that DRIVEON Platform may not have all of the expected functionality.
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DRIVEON does not take any 49 responsibility in regards to the functional capabilities of DRIVEON
Platform, which is provided “as is”.

Risk of theft
DRIVEON will make every effort to ensure that the funds received from the Token Sale are
securely stored and held. Notwithstanding the aforesaid, there is no assurance that there will be no theft
of the cryptocurrencies as a result of hacks, sophisticated cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service or
errors, vulnerabilities or defects on the DRIVEON’ website, in the smart contract(s) on which the escrow
wallet and the Token Sale rely, on the Ethereum or any other blockchain, or otherwise. Such events may
include, for example, flaws in programming or source code leading to exploitation or abuse thereof. In
such event, even if the Token Sale is completed, DRIVEON may not be able to receive the
cryptocurrencies raised and\or use such funds for the development of the DRIVEON Platform. In such
case, the development and launch of the DRIVEON Platform might be temporarily or permanently
curtailed. As such, distributed CRYPTOMILES Tokens may hold little worth or value.

Technological risks
An open-source development comes with risks related to hacking and cyber attacks that can
cause a negative impact. To mitigate that risks the team will be allocating resources in auditions and
security tests, to ensure the platform's safety. Also blockchain development is relatively new and there
will be a challenge requiring human resources with this specific knowledge. In addition, as DRIVEON
plans to have a fully system-controlled marketplace there is a risk that robo advisor platform can't adapt
to increasing business volumes and changes. To mitigate this we plan to allocate resources in server
scaling and have 24/7 infra support.

Business risks
Having a technology-based platform might reduce the amount of clients DRIVEON can reach.
Some investors are still reluctant in trusting your portfolio's investment in a robo advisor than in a
human expert. To mitigate that risk we are also implementing the possibility of human experts
developing portfolio suggestions to the platform. Another risk involved is regarding investment's goal
and investor's risk. Since those parameters are inside the platform that can be a misunderstanding in
assets allocations according to the investor's real needs.

Risks related to the functioning of DRIVEON Platform
The DRIVEON Platform shall be operated by another entity from DRIVEON’ group of companies,
and any events or circumstances which adversely affect it or any of its successor operating entities may
have a corresponding adverse effect on the DRIVEON Platform. Such adverse effects would
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correspondingly have an impact on CRYPTOMILES Tokens. DRIVEON Platform may experience system
failures, unplanned interruptions in its network or services, hardware or software defects, security
breaches or other causes that could adversely affect the DRIVEON Platform.

No warranty
DRIVEON does not make, or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation,
warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation,
warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy, and completeness of any of the information
set out in this whitepaper.

Unanticipated risks arising from the CRYPTOMILES Tokens
Cryptographic tokens such as the CRYPTOMILES Token are a relatively new and dynamic
technology. In addition to the risks included in the above, there are other risks associated with your
purchase, holding and use of CRYPTOMILES Tokens, including those that DRIVEON cannot anticipate.
Such risks may further appear as unanticipated variations or combinations of the risks discussed above.
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